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Why Barracuda WAF-as-a-
Service?
• Easy-to-use, five-step 

onboarding wizard to ensure 
your applications are 
protected in minutes.

• Effective pre-built templates 
provide complete protection 
for most used apps.

• Enterprise-proven technology 
that defends against OWASP 
Top 10, OWASP Automated 
Threats to Web Applications, 
zero-day threats, and more.

• IP reputation protection, 
including IP geolocation and 
reputation feeds.

• Fully-featured REST API 
enables near-limitless 
integration options for 
DevOps teams.

Product overview

Barracuda WAF-as-a-Service for Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) is a full-featured web application security service 
protecting such security risks, as OWASP Top 10, DDoS, 
zero-day threats, and more in minutes. You can deploy, 
configure, and get Barracuda WAF-as-a-Service up and 
running in just minutes. Pre-built templates protect 
your applications immediately, and an intuitive 
interface makes it simple to fine-tune specific policies.

Product features

Barracuda Vulnerability Remediation Service

The Barracuda Vulnerability Remediation Service is built-in and 
provides automatic vulnerability detection and remediation which 
can be scheduled, ensuring ongoing protection without any 
administrative overhead.

Compliance reports
Detailed compliance reports help you easily understand your 
security status at any given time by having complete visibility into 
all HTTP/S traffic.

Unmetered DDOS protection
Barracuda WAF-as-a-Service includes unmetered DDoS protection 
ensuring the availability of your web apps.

Barracuda WAF-as-a-Service
Protecting web applications in AWS

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-udsb5rizoxdeu
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How it works

Barracuda WAF-as-a-Service is a cloud delivered solution that enables anyone to add protections against 
the OWASP Top 10, DDoS, zero-day attacks, and more to their web applications in minutes. It provides the 
full spectrum of configuration from 1-touch deployment, to complete control.

Differentiators

• Simplified application security - comprehensive protection for your web applications in minutes 
thanks to the simple five-step wizard and numerous pre-built templates for commonly used 
applications.

• Complete control over every component– more advanced users can maintain complete control 
over fine-tuning specific policies with an intuitive component-based structure and vast library of 
specific components.

• Automation - fully featured REST API and automated vulnerability remediation built-in enables 
near endless automation options for DevOps and SecOps teams.
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Simplified application security for everyone 

Remove the complexity of setting up and configuring an appliance or instance. Barracuda WAF-as-a-Service 
delivers comprehensive protection for your web apps in minutes thanks to its simple five-step wizard, and 
numerous pre-built templates for commonly used applications.

Complete control over every component

For more advanced users, Barracuda WAF-as-a-Service offers a level of control traditionally reserved 
only for on-premises and public cloud solutions. Take complete control over every component, and 
fine-tune specific policies for each applications requirements. 

Solution available in AWS Marketplace

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/search

